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Unique. The icon and ambassador of the winery.

 A serious, direct wine, with great finesse and elegance, with structure and mineral character 
highlighting the pure expression of the variety and in which the wood from the ageing process does not 
predominate, but rather accompanies, balances and rounds the wine. A limited production wine with 
great ageing potential.

DESIGNATION OF ORIGIN
Ribera del Duero.

VINTAGE: 2016
This year saw a mild, rainy winter with no snowfall, a mild spring, 
although with fairly heavy rain, and a hot, dry summer with cool 
nights. It can be considered a good year in the Ribera del Duero with a 
quality and balance of grapes perfect for making fine, elegant, fresh, 
crisp wines. 

WINERY AND VINEYARD’S LOCATION
Piñel de Arriba moorland, “La Revilla” estate at 915 m altitude.

TYPE OF SOIL
Limestone soils with some clay veins in some parts of the plot.

VINEYARD AGE
An average age of 25 years.

TYPE OF VINE 
Goblet.

DATE OF HARVESTING
14th October.

VARIETIES
Tinto Fino (100%).

% ALCOHOL
15 %.

WINEMAKER
Ricardo Velasco Pla.

ELABORATION
 It comes from a careful selection from the best limestone areas of our “La Revilla” estate, together with a 
small percentage from the clayey part. The harvesting is carried out carefully in small boxes. The essence of 
Gran Valtravieso is the terroir it comes from, the location and features of the moorland itself, its climate 
conditions and a selection of the best grapes from our old vines. We vinify separately the greater limestone 
content areas of the estate and those with clay veins, with a small percentage of stem in the latter which we 
define according to the vintage. We select the deepest and finest barrels to make the Gran Valtravieso blend.

TIME IN BARREL
This great wine ages for 12 months in French oak barrels, 50 % new barrels, and after this time a further 12 
months in concrete tanks. Before going onto the market we leave it to rest for at least 12 months in the bottle. 

TASTING NOTES:
Appearance: Intense brightness. Cherry red colour with ruby rim and high density. 
Nose: Direct wine, with great finesse and elegance, with structure and mineral character highlighting the 
pure expression of the variety. 
Palate: Velvety and fresh attack, with an unctuous mouth and a deep, long finish based on aromatic tannins.

PAIRING
Excellent to accompany powerful stews such as free-range chicken, suckling pig or lamb and grilled 
red meats. It also pairs perfectly with a great variety of desserts such as dark chocolate cake.

AWARDS
Robert Parker 92+ puntos
Tim Atkim: 97 puntos
James Suckling: 90 puntos

Guia Peñin: 93 puntos
Pedro Ballesterros MW: 96 puntos


